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  4109 Bug in reverse script
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              I just coded a little script to use with a single position per pair; it should just kill what's there and open a new one in the other direction, but I get this "Trade not allowed" - anyone know what causes that?  ( Code attached )
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                        error code 4109
                      
	
                        Open chart with code and attach scripts/ea/indicator
                      
	
                        Simple code to get number of minutes / hours in a trade
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		          Alright I don't much about coding but how exactly is the first position open?
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		          On the Interbank FX platform I open a chart and take a small position.  Then I drop the script on it, and I get a 4108.  I appreciate you're looking at it.
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		          Oops - 4109 (magic fingers)
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        You are missing trading opportunities:

        	Free trading apps
	Over 8,000 signals for copying
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